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Abstract
Learning from web data has attracted lots of research
interest in recent years. However, crawled web images usu-
ally have two types of noises, label noise and background
noise, which induce extra difficulties in utilizing them ef-
fectively. Most existing methods either rely on human su-
pervision or ignore the background noise. In this paper,
we propose the novel ProtoNet, which is capable of han-
dling these two types of noises together, without the super-
vision of clean images in the training stage. Particularly,
we use a memory module to identify the representative and
discriminative prototypes for each category. Then, we re-
move noisy images and noisy region proposals from the web
dataset with the aid of the memory module. Our approach
is efficient and can be easily integrated into arbitrary CNN
model. Extensive experiments on four benchmark datasets
demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
1. Introduction
Deep learning is a data-hungry method that demands
large numbers of well-labeled training samples. How-
ever, acquiring massive images with clean labels is ex-
pensive, time-consuming, and labor-intensive. Consider-
ing that there are abundant freely available web data online
and crawling images from public websites is much cheaper,
learning with web images could be promising. However,
despite the ease in acquirement, web data have two severe
flaws: label noise and background noise.
Label noise means the incorrectly labeled images. Since
web images are usually retrieved by using the category
name as the keyword when searching from public web-
sites, unrelated images might appear in the searching re-
sults, which could not be easily recognized due to the lack
of human supervision. Different from label noise, back-
ground noise is caused by the cluttered and diverse con-
tents of web images compared with standard datasets, such
as irrelevant background or the objects indirectly related to
the category. Specifically, in manually labeled datasets like
Cifar-10, the target objects of each category usually appear
Figure 1. Two web images crawled with keyword “dog”. Left:
Dog food; Right: A kid and a dog on the grassland.
at the center and occupy relatively large areas, yielding little
background noise. However, this is not always true for web
images. In Fig 1, the two images are crawled by search-
ing the keyword “dog”. The left image belongs to label
noise since it has dog food which is indirectly related to
“dog”. Meanwhile, the right image belongs to background
noise, because the grassland occupies the majority of the
whole image and a kid also takes a salient position despite
the small and off-center dog.
There are already many studies [21, 11, 28, 35] on
using web images to learn classifiers. However, most
of them only focused on label noise by removing out-
liers [42, 21, 26, 20, 24] or leveraging curriculum learning
[16, 11]. In contrast, a few recent works began to consider
the background noise. In particular, Zhuang et al. [47] used
attention mechanism on CNN feature maps to learn weights
for different regions of images. However, this method did
not fully exploit the relation among different regions, which
might limit its ability to remove noisy regions. Sun et al.
[35] utilized weakly supervised Region Proposal Network
to locate the target objects and distill clean region proposals
from web images. However, this approach requires extra
clean images in the training stage, and thus cannot be ap-
plied in more general circumstances.
To address the label noise and background noise prob-
lems effectively without extra supervision, we utilize the
memory network [15, 34] to design a novel and efficient
method called ProtoNet. Inspired by multi-instance learn-
ing [14], we group images and their region proposals to
form training bags with each image or region proposal be-
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ing an instance. We learn the CNN classifier based on train-
ing bags, in which the label noise and background noise
is mitigated by assigning lower weights to noisy images or
regions. To learn different weights for different instances,
we first design a novel memory module to find out the pro-
totypes of each category in the feature space in terms of
discriminability and representativeness. Then we score im-
ages and regions according to their nearest prototypes in the
memory module and update their instance weights in train-
ing bags, where noisy images and regions will be assigned
with lower weights. With both types of noises suppressed,
updated training bags can be used to train better CNN model
and memory module. After proper initialization, the whole
network can be efficiently trained in an end-to-end man-
ner, in which CNN model and memory module are jointly
trained while the instance weights are updated accordingly.
Our key contributions are as follows:
• This is the first work on learning from web data with
a memory module, which can handle both label noise
and background noise of web data.
• We propose the novel ProtoNet, which can filter out
noisy images and region proposals based on the dis-
criminative and representative prototypes identified by
the memory module.
• Our experiments on several benchmark datasets
demonstrate the effectiveness of our ProtoNet in learn-
ing classifier with web images.
2. Related Work
In this section, we introduce the related works on webly
supervised learning, memory networks, and multi-instance
learning.
2.1. Webly Supervised Learning
In learning classifier with web data, previous works fo-
cus on handling the label noise in three directions, remov-
ing label noise [37, 42, 21, 26, 20, 24, 10], building noise-
robust model [28, 33, 4, 12, 41, 30], and curriculum learning
[11, 16].
For label noise removal, some approaches address the la-
bel noise issue as outlier detection in an unsupervised man-
ner. Xia et al. [42] removes outlier images by using the re-
construction errors of an autoencoder. CleanNet [21] used a
fraction of manually-verified data to transfer the knowledge
of label noise to other categories. For noise-robust model
designing, Patrini et al. [28] proposed to train DNN mod-
els with a loss correction framework, which is insensitive
to class-dependent label noise. Sukhbaatar et al. [33] de-
veloped an extra label flip layer which is enabled to match
the noisy label distribution and absorb the noise. For cur-
riculum learning [44], MentorNet [16] designed an addi-
tional network to weight training examples and enforce the
model to focus more on clean samples. CurriculumNet [11]
measured the distribution density of images in their feature
space and ranked them for model training.
The approaches above focused on the label noise. How-
ever, according to [38, 18], there is a built-in bias between
web and standard datasets, which could not be addressed
by the approaches above. Such dataset bias partially comes
from the background noise, as mentioned in [35]. Zhuang
et al. [47] trained classifiers in a group manner and utilized
the attention mechanism [40] to assign different weights on
different regions of training images, thus reducing the atten-
tion on background regions. Sun et al. [35] used a weakly
unsupervised object localization method to reduce the back-
ground noise by generating relatively clean regions from
noisy images.
Most previous works utilize extra information like a
small clean dataset or only consider the label noise issue.
In contrast, our method is able to solve the label noise and
background noise in an integrated network by only using
noisy web images in the training stage.
2.2. Memory Networks
Memory networks were recently introduced to solve the
question answering task [15, 34, 25]. Jason et al. [15]
first proposed the prototype of memory network, an inte-
gration of inference components and memory components,
which has strong addressing, reading, and abstracting abil-
ities. Miller et al. [25] added the key and value module for
directly reading documents, rendering the memory network
more flexible and powerful.
More recently, memory networks have been employed
for one-shot learning [32, 17], few-shot learning [45], and
semi-supervised learning [5]. Specifically, Kaiser et al. [17]
designed a memory augmented network that could do life-
long one-short learning. By adding an abstracting mem-
ory module, CMN [45] encoded videos into fixed-size fea-
tures via a multi-saliency embedding algorithm. MA-DNN
[5] leveraged the assimilation-accommodation interaction
in memory networks for semi-supervised learning.
Although memory networks have been studied in many
tasks, our work is the first to utilize memory network for
webly supervised learning.
2.3. Multi-Instance Learning
In multi-instance learning (MIL), multiple instances are
grouped into a bag, with at least one positive instance trig-
gering the bag-level label. The main goal of MIL is to learn
a robust classifier with unknown instance labels. Some early
methods based on SVM [1, 23, 3] treat one bag as an en-
tirety or infers instance labels within each bag.
In deep learning methods, various pooling operations
have been studied like mean pooling and the max pooling
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Figure 2. Illustration of our ProtoNet. Black Arrow: Train the CNN model with bag-level features and bag labels. Dashed Arrow: Train
the memory module with bag-level features and bag labels. Red Arrow: Update the weights of ROIs based on memory module.
[46, 29, 9]. Different from these non-trainable pooling oper-
ators, some works [19, 27, 14] proposed trainable operators
to learn different weights for different instances. By utiliz-
ing the attention mechanism, Pappas et al. [27] proposed
an attention-based MIL with attention weights trained in
an auxiliary linear regression model. AD-MIL [14] took a
further step and designed permutation-invariant aggregation
operator with gated attention mechanism.
Inspired by MIL, we utilize a memory module to learn
weights for the instances in each bag, which has not been
explored before.
3. Methodology
In this paper, we denote a matrix/vector by using a upper-
case/lowercase letter in boldface (e.g., A denotes a matrix
and a denotes a vector). ai denotes a particular row or col-
umn ofA indexed by subscript i. ai,j denotes an element of
A at the i-th row and j-th column. Moreover, we use A◦B
to denote the element-wise product between A and B.
3.1. Framework Overview
In this paper, we use public web datasets for training
and standard datasets for testing. Public web datasets, such
as Clothing1M [43] and WebVison [22], are generally con-
structed by crawling web images from some public websites
like Google and Flicker with the category names in a given
standard dataset, followed by near-duplicate removal.
In our method, we first generate region proposals for
each image with Edge Boxes [48] algorithm, and randomly
group images from the same category together with their
region proposals to form training bags. Then, we update
the memory module with training bags to identify the proto-
types of each category. In the meantime, we assign high/low
weights to clean/noisy images and regions in each bag via
the identified prototypes and train the CNN model based on
the updated training bags. An illustration of our method is
shown in Figure 2.
3.2. Region Proposal Extraction
There are many existing approaches for region proposal
extraction, such as Selective Search [39] and Region Pro-
posal Network (RPN) [31]. In our work, we choose the
Edge Boxes [48] algorithm because it is very efficient and
does not require extra training with well-annotated data.
Moreover, region proposal extraction will be conducted
only once during the whole training stage, without increas-
ing much computational cost.
For each image, Edge Boxes [48] utilizes Structured
Edge detector [7, 8] to obtain an edge map and generates
bounding box proposals by summing the edge strength of
all edge groups within the boxes. By tuning the hyper-
parameters in Edge Boxes, we expect the extracted propos-
als to cover most objects to avoid missing important infor-
mation. Due to this reason, we generate adequate (e.g., 20)
region proposals for each image to cover the majority of
useful information (see other details in Section 4.2).
Notice that since Edge Boxes algorithm does not utilize
extra well-annotated data, the extracted region proposals are
likely to be background regions or non-discriminative ob-
ject regions. We will address this issue in Section 3.5.
3.3. Multi-instance Learning Setting
Inspired by [47], we build our method under the multi-
instance learning framework. Particularly, we group several
images of the same category into one bag. We also add the
generated region proposals of each image into this bag. In
the remainder of this paper, we use the term “ROI” (Re-
gion Of Interest) to denote both region proposals and im-
ages, and thus each bag contains multiple ROI instances.
We tend to assign different weights to different instances in
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each bag and use the weighted average of instance features
as the bag-level features.
Formally, we use I to denote the training set of multi-
ple bags, and B ∈ I denotes a single training bag. Note
that we use the same number G of images in each bag and
generate the same number P of region proposals for each
image, leading to the same number B of ROIs in each bag
with B = G(P + 1). Specifically, B = {(ri,w(ri))|i =
1, 2, ..., B} is a bag of B ROIs. Here ri ∈ Rd is the d-dim
feature vector of i-th ROI, extracted from the last convolu-
tional layer in CNN model.
For the features of region proposals, we employ the same
technique as in RPN [31], that is, the feature of each pro-
posal is pooled from the corresponding region on the feature
map. w(ri) is the weight of ri with
∑B
i=1 w(ri) = 1. Given
a bag with category label y ∈ [1, 2, ..., C] with C being the
number of total categories, we can also represent its bag la-
bel as a C-dim one-hot vector y with only the y-th element
being one. We use weighted average of ROI features in each
bag as the bag-level feature b =
∑B
i=1 w(ri) · ri ∈ Rd.
When training the CNN model in our ProtoNet, classifi-
cation is based on the training bags with the cross-entropy
loss:
Lcls = −
∑
B∈I
y> log
(
f(
B∑
i=1
w(ri) · ri)
)
, (1)
in which f(·) denotes the soft-max classification layer in the
CNN model. At the initialization step, the weights of region
proposals are all set as zero while the images are assigned
with uniform weights in each bag. We use w¯(ri) to denote
such initialized instance weights. After initializing the CNN
model, we can use bag-level feature b and its label vector y
to update our memory module.
3.4. Memory Module
In previous works using memory network, with an input
sample, its similarities (e.g., cosine similarity) with all the
keys are calculated to seek for the winner key slot, which
is referred as the addressing stage. Then, the value slot
corresponding to this winner key can be reached. Finally,
both key and value slots are updated with the input sample
according to the final task, which is referred to as the ab-
stracting stage. With different designs of key-value slots,
the memory network could have various functions.
In our ProtoNet, we tend to use key slots to store the clus-
tering centers of bag features with each key being one clus-
ter center, which can capture the common property among
different bags. Moreover, we tend to use value slots asso-
ciated with key slots to capture the relation between cate-
gories and keys. Existing memory modules can barely sat-
isfy our requirement in the following two aspects: 1) Their
addressing and abstracting methods could be unstable and
sensitive to initialization values; 2) Their module cannot
Figure 3. A 5 × 5 square grid with 25 key slots. Dashed lines
denote two extra edges. The red cell is the winner key kz of a
given input sample, and the pink circle denotes its neighborhood
N(kz, δ) within the radius δ=1.
fully capture the relation between categories and keys. Due
to the above two concerns, we design our memory module
with two significant differences.
Firstly, inspired by Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [36],
the key slots in our memory module are arranged in a pre-
defined spatial order, i.e., a L× L square grid with L being
the side length. Each cell in the grid represents a key slot.
We can use K = {ki,j |i, j = 1, 2, ..., L} to represent the
entire set of key slots with (i, j) being the 2D index of the
key slot ki,j . For ease of representation, in the remainder of
this paper, we use a single index instead of the 2D index to
locate the key slots. Then, key slots can be represented by a
matrix K ∈ Rd×L2 , in which the i-th column ki denotes a
single key slot containing a d-dim key.
Secondly, our memory module has two types of value
slots, i.e., the “discriminability” value slot (d-value slot) and
the “representativeness” value slot (r-value slot). We use the
matrix V ∈ RC×L2 to represent d-value slot set, in which
the i-th column vi ∈ RC is the corresponding d-value slot
of the key slot ki with ‖vi‖1 = 1 and vi ≥ 0. vi can
be viewed as the distribution of the i-th key slot ki over
all categories. Similarly, we use the matrix M ∈ RC×L2
to represent the r-value slots, in which the j-th row mj ∈
RL2 is the corresponding r-value slot of the j-th category
with ‖mj‖1 = 1 and mj ≥ 0. mj can be viewed as the
distribution of the j-th category over all key slots.
With all key and value slots randomly initialized, we start
to update the memory module using the input training bag
with bag-level feature b and one-hot label vector y.
Addressing Stage: We first calculate the cosine similarity
of b with all keys:
Dcos(b,ki) =
kTi b
‖ki‖2‖b‖2 . (2)
Then, we find the winner key slot kz of b with z =
arg max
i
Dcos(b,ki), which is the closest key slot to b.
Abstracting Stage: We update the winner key slot as
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well as its spatial neighbors based on its location on the
square grid. Specifically, we calculate the geodesic dis-
tance between the winner key kz and another key ki,
i.e., Dgeo(kz,ki), by treating the square grid as a graph.
Then, the neighborhood of kz is defined as N(kz, δ) =
{ki|Dgeo(kz,ki) ≤ δ}, where δ controls the neighborhood
size.
In order to ensure that all key slots are spatially equiva-
lent with the same number of neighbors, we connect the key
slots on the edges to their imaginary neighbors with extra
edges as illustrated in Figure 3. In particular, based on 2D
indices of cells in the square grid, we use ((i1, j1), (i2, j2))
to denote an edge between cell (i1, j1) and cell (i2, j2).
Then, the extra edges are {((i, 1), (i, L))|i = 1, 2, ..., L}
and {((1, i), (L, i))|i = 1, 2, ..., L}, which means that the
grid is left-right connected and top-bottom connected.
The loss function for updating the key slots is:
Lkey = −
∑
B∈I
∑
ki∈N(kz,δ)
η(kz,ki) · Dcos(b,ki), (3)
in which η(kz,ki) = (1 + Dgeo(kw,ki))−1 is the weight
assigned to ki and negatively correlated with the geodesic
distance. Given a training bag b, Lkey will update both the
winner key kz and its neighbors, which makes the training
process more stable and insensitive to initialization. Finally,
all keys slots will become clustering centers of the input bag
features.
For d-value slots, we maximize the cosine similarity be-
tween the bag label y and the d-value slot vz corresponding
to the winner key, leading to the following d-value loss:
Ld-value = −
∑
B∈I
Dcos(y,vz). (4)
With the d-value loss, vi tends to be the category distribu-
tion of training bags whose winner key is ki. In other words,
vi could be viewed as a pseudo label vector of ki, in which
the y-th element vy,i reflects the probability that ki belongs
to the y-th category.
For r-value slots, we use a one-hot vector z ∈ RL2 to
indicate the index of winner key, i.e., only the z-th element
is one. According to the bag label y, we update the corre-
sponding r-value slot my with the following r-value loss:
Lr-value = −
∑
B∈I
Dcos(z,my). (5)
With the r-value loss, my tends to be winner key distribu-
tion of the training bags from the y-th category. In other
words, the i-th element my,i in my should represent the
percentage of how many bags from the y-th category have
chosen ki as their winner key.
In summary, given a training bag with feature b and label
y, we can obtain its winner key slot kz . Then, we update
v-value slot vz , r-value slot my , as well as the key slot kz
and its neighboring slots, based on the following memory
module loss:
Lmemory = Lkey + Ld-value + Lr-value. (6)
In previous memory networks [45, 17, 5], the number of
visits for each key slot could be imbalanced due to improper
initialization or the existence of some dense clusters in the
feature space. However, this imbalance issue will be largely
reduced in our memory module because of the square grid
design and the associated key slot loss Lkey. Moreover, we
further employ two tricks to enhance our memory module:
1) The neighbor size δ is set to be relatively large at the
initialization step (δ = L/2) so that all key slots can be
properly initialized and become equally competitive; 2) Af-
ter initialization, we decrease the neighbor size δ to 1. In
this case, for any frequently visited key slot which usually
implies a dense cluster, its visits will propagate to its neigh-
boring key slots, so that any dense cluster will be split into
several small clusters captured by multiple key slots.
3.5. Multi-instance Learning with Weighted In-
stances
After initialization with initial instance weights (only us-
ing images in each bag as mentioned in Section 3.3), we
start to reduce noisy ROIs in training bags and train our
ProtoNet with the denoised bags.
We achieve this goal by assigning clean/noisy ROIs with
high/low weights based on each ROI’s winner key slot in
the memory module. First of all, we compute a prototype
score for each key slot based on d-value slots and r-value
slots to select the prototypical key slots. Then, each ROI is
assigned with a new weight according to the prototype score
of its winner key slot discounted by its area factor. Finally,
for each bag, we calculate the final weights of each ROI via
a threshold filter and bag-level normalization.
Prototype Selection: In the memory module, some key
slots are more likely to represent the prototypes of a specific
category while some other key slots are neither discrimina-
tive or representative to any category. We propose to use a
prototype score to evaluate such property for each key slot
and category pair, by leveraging the learnt d-value slots V
and r-value slots M based on two important observations.
Firstly, vy,i (the y-th element in vi) will be large when
most visits of the key slot ki comes from the training bags
belonging to the y-th category. So we use vy,i as the dis-
criminability score (d-score) to evaluate how discriminative
ki is for the y-th category.
Secondly, my,i (the i-th element in my) will be larger
when training bags from the y-th category have more visits
to the key slot ki than other key slots. So we usemy,i as the
representativeness score (r-score) to evaluate how represen-
tative ki is for the y-th category.
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To explain the difference between discriminability and
representativeness, we take a clothes dataset (e.g., Cloth-
ing1M) as an example. Assume that a key slot mainly con-
tains ROIs with a green suit, we would claim that this key
slot is very discriminative for the category “Suit”. However,
we would not claim that this key slot is representative for
the category “Suit” because the total number of ROIs with a
green suit is much smaller than those with a black/grey suit,
in which case the key slot containing ROIs with a black/grey
suit is much more representative for “Suit”.
Based on the above analysis, we expect the key slots with
high prototype scores on each category should be both dis-
criminative and representative. So given a key slot ki and
the y-th category, we calculate the prototype score by the
product of the corresponding d-score vy,i and r-score my,i,
leading to the prototype score matrix S ∈ RC×L2 :
S = V ◦M, (7)
where sy,i = vy,i · my,i represents the prototype score of
the key slot ki for the y-th category.
ROI Selection: Given an ROI r with its bag label y, we
first seek for its winner key slot kz , and obtain the prototype
score of kz for the y-th category, i.e., sy,z .
Besides sy,z , we propose another discount factor by con-
sidering ROI areas. Intuitively, we conjecture that smaller
ROIs are less likely to have meaningful content and thus
should be penalized. Thus, we use area score (a-score) σ(·)
to describe the relative size of each ROI. Recall that there
are two types of ROIs in each bag: image and region pro-
posal. For original images, we set σ(r) = 1. For region
proposals, we calculate σ(r) as the ratio between the area
of region proposal r and the maximum area of all region
proposals (excluding the full image) from the same image
(not the same bag). To this end, we use a-score σ(r) to
discount sy,z , resulting in a new weight for r:
w(r) = sy,z · σ(r). (8)
After calculating the instance weights based on (8), the
ROIs with high weights correspond to discriminative and
representative prototypes while those with label noise or
background noise are very likely to have low weights. To
further reduce these noises, we only keep the top p (e.g.,
10%) weights of ROIs in each bag while the other weights
are set to be zero. The instance weights in each bag are then
normalized so that they sum to one.
Model Training: For better representation, we use θcnn to
denote the model parameters of CNN and θmem to denote
{K,V,M} in memory module. Using the weighted train-
ing bags, we train the CNN model θcnn and the memory
module θmem with the bag-level features b =
∑B
i=1 w(ri) ·
ri, while the weights of ROIs w(ri) are updated accordingly
based on updated θcnn and θmem. The whole ProtoNet can
Algorithm 1 : The Training Process of ProtoNet
Input: Bags of ROIs B and bag label y. Initialize p =10%.
Initialize instance weights as w¯(ri) in Section 3.3.
Output: Model parameters {θcnn,θmem} of ProtoNet.
1: Initialize θcnn based on (1) with w¯(ri).
2: Initialize θmem based on (6) with w¯(ri).
3: Repeat:
4: Update θcnn and θmem based on (9) while w(ri) are
updated based on (8) accordingly.
5: p← p+ 10%.
6: Break if p > 40%.
7: End Repeat.
be trained in an end-to-end manner with the total loss:
LProto = Lcls + Lmemory. (9)
For better performance, we leverage the idea of curricu-
lum learning [44]. The parameter p (ROI selection thresh-
old) is set to be relatively small at first so that the selected
ROIs are very discriminative and representative. Then we
increase p gradually to enhance the generalization ability of
the trained model. The total training process can be seen
in Algorithm 1. For evaluation, we directly use the well-
trained CNN model to classify test images without extract-
ing region proposals.
4. Experiments
In this section, we introduce the experimental settings
and results to demonstrate the high performance of the pro-
posed model.
4.1. Datasets
Clothing1M: Clothing1M [43] is a large-scale fashion
dataset designed for webly supervised learning. It contains
about one million clothing images crawled from the Inter-
net, and the images are categorized into 14 categories. Most
images are associated with noisy labels extracted from their
surrounding texts and used as the training set. A few images
with human-annotated clean labels are used as the clean
dataset for evaluation.
Food-101 & Food-101N: Food-101 dataset [2] is a large
food image dataset collected from foodspotting.com. It
has 101 categories and 1k images for each category with
human-annotated labels. Food-101N is a web dataset pro-
vided by [21]. It has 310k images crawled with the same
taxonomy in Food101 from several websites (excluding
foodspotting.com). In our experiments, we use Food-101N
for training and Food-101 for evaluation.
Webvision & ILSVRC: The WebVision dataset [22] is
composed of training, validation, and test set. The train-
ing set is crawled from Flickr and Google by using the same
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Datasets Clothing1M Food101 WebVision ImageNet
Method Top-1 Top-1 Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5
ResNet50 68.6 77.4 66.4 83.4 57.7 78.4
ResNet50+ROI 69.1 77.8 66.6 83.7 57.8 78.7
AD-MIL [14] 71.1 79.2 66.9 84.0 58.0 78.9
Sukhbaatarr et al. [33] 71.9 80.8 67.1 84.2 58.4 79.5
DRAE [42] 73.0 81.1 67.5 85.1 58.6 79.4
Zhuang et al. [47] 74.3 82.5 68.7 85.4 60.4 80.3
ProtoNet (ours) 82.1 86.5 71.2 89.0 63.2 84.0
CleanNet [21] 74.7 84.0 70.3 87.8 63.4 84.6
MentorNet [16] - - 70.8 88.0 62.5 83.0
CurriculumNet [11] 81.5 87.3 72.1 89.2 64.8 84.9
Table 1. The accuracies (%) of different methods on Clothing1M, Food101, Webvision, and ImageNet datasets.
Setting G=1 G=2 G=3 w/o d-score w/o r-score w/o a-score
Accuracy 72.9 82.1 81.1 76.8 73.5 74.8
Table 2. Accuracies (%) of our method on the Clothing1M dataset with different choices of G and different types of scores.
1000 semantic concepts as in the ILSVRC-2012 [6] dataset.
It has 2.4 million images with noisy labels. The validation
and test set are manually annotated. In our experiments, we
only use the WebVision training set for training but perform
the evaluation on both WebVision validation set (50k) and
ILSVRC-2012 validation set (50k).
4.2. Implementation Details
We adopt ResNet50 [13] as the CNN model and use
its last convolutional layer’s output as the feature map to
extract ROI features. For Clothing1M and Food101N,
we use ResNet50 pretrained on ImageNet following pre-
vious works [47, 21, 11]. For WebVision and ImageNet,
ResNet50 is trained from scratch with the web training im-
ages in WebVision.
For the proposal extractor (i.e., Edge Boxes), there are
two important parameters MaxBoxes and MinBoxArea,
in which MaxBoxes controls the maximal number of re-
turned region proposals and MinBoxArea determines the
minimal area. In our experiments, we use MaxBoxes = 20
(i.e., P = 20) and MinBoxArea = 5000. Besides, we use
two images in each training bag (i.e.,G = 2), so the number
of ROIs in each bag isB = G(P +1) = 2× (20+1) = 42.
The most important parameter of the memory module is
the side length L, which controls the total number of key
slots. More key slots will bring more within-category clus-
tering centers and less cross-category structure. We observe
that when using about 10 key slots for each category, our
memory module can generally achieve satisfactory perfor-
mance. Hence, we have L = 12 for Clothing1M , L = 32
for Food101, and L = 100 for WebVision and ImageNet.
4.3. Learning Classifiers with Noisy Data
We compare our method with seven recent state-of-the-
art baselines in Table 1 on four benchmark datasets Cloth-
ing1M, Food101, WebVision, and ImageNet. For Cloth-
ing1M and Food101, we report the top-1 accuracy. For We-
bVision and ImageNet, we report top-1 and top-5 accuracy.
The baseline methods can be separated into two groups.
The first group of methods Sukhbaatarr et al. [33], AD-
MIL [14], DRAE [42], and Zhuang et al. [47] have the
same training setting as ours, in which only noisy web im-
ages are used in the training stage. For these methods,
we re-run their methods with the same backbone model
for fair comparison, since they are not evaluated on the
above four datasets. On Clothing1M and Food101N, we
also use ResNet-50 model pretrained on ImageNet for their
methods. The second group of methods, CleanNet [21],
MentorNet [16], and CurriculumNet [11] utilize extra well-
annotated images as auxiliary information in the training
stage. For these methods, we list their reported results in
Table 1, but these methods cannot be directly compared to
ours. Finally, we report two basic baselines. “ResNet50” in
Table 1 denotes simply training our backbone network with
web images, and “ResNet50+ROI” denotes training with
the average features of ROI bags without updating weights.
The results are all listed in Table 1, from which we can
observe that our method (denoted in boldface) achieves sig-
nificant improvement over the basic baseline ResNet50 and
ResNet50+ROI. Compared with [33, 14, 42, 47] without us-
ing clean images in the training stage, our approach outper-
forms all of them on all four datasets, demonstrating the
effectiveness of our ProtoNet for handling label noise and
background noise using memory module. Compared with
[21, 16, 11] using clean images in the training stage, our
result is still very competitive although our method does
not use any clean images as auxiliary information. It is
worth mentioning that our method beats [21, 16, 11] on
Clothing1M and [21] on Food101 and WebVision with less
information. One possible explanation is that these meth-
7
Figure 4. Illustration of the memory module results on the Clothing1M dataset. Left: Pie charts of d-scores of all key slots. We choose
three slots to show the detailed d-scores for each category. The first two have a high d-score for “Sweater” and “Dress” respectively, while
the third one has a low d-score for any category. Right: Bar charts of r-scores of all key slots for “Sweater” and “Suit”.
ods [21, 16, 11] only consider label noise while background
noise is also crucial in webly supervised learning and should
be taken into consideration.
4.4. Ablation Study
By taking the Clothing1M dataset as an example, we
study the choice of hyper-parameter and the effectiveness
of each component in our method. In particular, we first re-
port the performance of our ProtoNet with different G (the
number of images in each group). Note that we use G = 2
in Table 1. Additionally, we report the performance of our
ProtoNet by discarding one type of score (i.e., d-score, r-
score, or a-score). The results are summarized in Table 2,
from which we observe the performance with G = 1 is
worse than those with G > 1, because our method with
only one image in a bag will be unable to reduce the label
noise when this image is a noisy image. Another observa-
tion is that the performance will decrease with the absence
of any type of score, which indicates the effectiveness of
our designed scores.
4.5. Visualization
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our memory module,
we illustrate the learned d-score and r-score on Clothing1M
in Figure 4, in which 14 colors denotes 14 categories. For
d-score, each pie chart shows the d-values of one key slot
for all 14 categories. For r-score, each bar chart shows the
r-scores of all key slots on a particular category.
In Figure 5, we show the learned instance weights vi-
sually. Although the performance with G = 2 is slightly
better than that with G = 3 as shown in Table 2, we use
G = 3 in Figure 5 for better visualization. By comparing
the first and the second column, we can observe that the
noisy images and noisy region proposal have been removed
Figure 5. Column-1: A training bag for ”Suit” with G = 3.
Column-2: Top 30% ROIs selected by our ProtoNet. The bottom
image together with all its region proposals are removed. Column-
3&4: The heat map obtained by summing over ROI weights and
the histogram of the heat map pixels.
based on the learned instance weights. For the heat maps
and the histograms, the weight of each pixel is calculated
by summing over the instance weights of ROIs. It can be
seen that the background region has lower weights than the
main objects. Therefore, the results in Figure 5 demonstrate
the ability of our ProtoNet to address the label noise and
background noise.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed the novel ProtoNet
method, which can address the label noise and background
noise simultaneously. We have adopted the idea of multi-
instance learning and designed a novel memory module to
remove the noisy images and region proposals. Comprehen-
sive experiments on four benchmark datasets have verified
the superiority of our method.
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